YOU'VE SEEN THIS FAMOUS CAR FOR ALMOST THREE TIMES THE PRICE!

THE RADIO CONTROL PORSCHE (WIRELESS)

A RACING MARVEL ... AUTHENTIC IN EVERY DETAIL!

- Unbelievable Low Price
- Forward, Reverse, Left & Right Turns, Veers. All From Remote Distance
- Completely Wireless, Radio Controlled
- Large 7 1/2" Long, 3" Wide
- Rubber Tires, Full Color Insignia and Racing Stripes
- Sturdily Crafted Body

An exact replica of the racing car that has graced the tracks of the world's most glamorous speedways can now be yours at the lowest price ever! Grab hold of the radio control unit — and, that easy, you're in the driver's seat! The racer responds to a tiny transmitted radio signal and instantly obeys all your commands. Goes forward... reverses... turns... veers... without cords, strings, or wires! You'll marvel at the exciting combination of speed, power, and precision that's sure to give your whole family lasting thrills! There's nothing to assemble. Just install batteries and you're ready to go. Colorful lithographed sturdy body measures 7 1/2" long, 3 1/2" wide and comes complete with authentic racing stripes and resilient rubber tires. Great for hours of racing fun for the whole family. terrific way to deliver interoffice memos. Hurry, order today while our supplies last. At this low, low price, they're sure to go fast! OUr GUARANTEE

You must be completely delighted with your RADIO CONTROL RACER in every way, your must agree that it's the very same type RADIO CONTROL UNIT you've seen in fine stores for $40, $50 even $60, or return for a full refund of purchase price, no questions asked! Now, that's a guarantee in writing! Comes assorted: Porsche or Mercedes racercars. (No choice.)

Hanover House, 340 Poplar St., Hanover, PA 17331

RADIO CONTROL COMMAND HANDLE is completely wireless, has the heft and feel of a professional gearstick. You and your family will thrill to the maneuvers you can execute, all from this electronic wonderbox.

Finally! THE PERFECT GIFT for all ages. Now at this super low price you'll want to order several at even greater savings. And it's a natural crowd pleaser as the gift giving season gets closer. So, fill out and send handy coupon today.
WHAT’S BETTER THAN SPEED READING?

SPEED LEARNING
(SPEED PLUS COMPREHENSION)

Speed Learning is replacing speed reading because it’s easy to learn... lasts a lifetime... applies to everything you read... and is the only fully accredited course with the option of 3 college credits.

Do you have too much to read and too little time to read it? Do you mentally pronounce each word as you read? Do you frequently have to go back and reread words or whole paragraphs you just finished reading? Do you have trouble concentrating? Do you quickly forget most of what you read?

If you answer “yes” to any of these questions — then here at last is the practical help you’ve been waiting for. Whether you read for business or pleasure, school or college, you will build exceptional skills from this major breakthrough in effective reading, created by Dr. Russell Stauffer at the University of Delaware.

Not just “speed reading” — but speed reading-thinking-understanding-remembering-and-learning

The new Speed Learning Program shows you step-by-proven-step how to increase your reading skill and speed, so you understand more, remember more and use more of everything you read. The typical remark made by the 75,000 slow readers who completed the Speed Learning Program was: “Why didn’t someone teach me this a long time ago?” They were no longer held back by the lack of skills and poor reading habits. They could read almost as fast as they could think.

What makes Speed Learning so successful?

The new Speed Learning Program does not offer you a rehash of the usual eye-exercises, timing devices, costly gadgets you’ve probably heard about in connection with speed reading courses or even tried and found ineffective.

In just a few spare minutes a day of easy reading and exciting listening, you discover an entirely new way to read and think — a radical departure from anything you have ever seen or heard about. Research shows that reading is 95% thinking and only 5% eye movement. Yet most of today’s speed reading programs spend their time teaching you rapid eye movement (5% of the problem) and ignore the most important part (95%) thinking. In brief, Speed Learning gives you what speed reading can’t.

Imagine the new freedom you’ll have when you learn how to dash through all types of reading material at least twice as fast as you do now, and with greater comprehension. Think of being able to get on top of the avalanche of newspapers, magazines and correspondence you have to read... finishing a stimulating book and retaining facts and details more clearly and with greater accuracy than ever before.

Listen-and-learn at your own pace

This is a practical, easy-to-learn program that will work for you — no matter how slow a reader you think you are now. The Speed Learning Program is scientifically planned to get you started quickly... to help you in spare minutes a day. It brings you a “teacher-on-cassette” who guides you, instructs, encourages you, explaining material as you read. Interesting items taken from Time Magazine, Business Week, Wall Street Journal, Family Circle, N.Y. Times and many others, make the program stimulating, easy and fun... and so much more effective.

Executives, students, professional people, men and women in all walks of life from 15 to 70 have benefited from this program. Speed Learning is a fully accredited course, costing only 1/3 the price of less effective speed reading classroom courses. Now you can examine the same, easy, practical and proven methods at home... in spare time... without risking a penny.

Examine Speed Learning FREE for 10 days

You will be thrilled at how quickly this program will begin to develop new thinking and reading skills. After listening to just one cassette and reading the preface you will quickly see how you can achieve increases in both the speed at which you read and in the amount you understand and remember.

You must be delighted with what you see or you pay nothing. Examine this remarkable program for 10 days. If, at the end of that time you are not convinced that you would like to master Speed Learning, simply return the program and owe nothing. See the coupon for low price and convenient credit terms.

In most cases, the entire cost of your Speed Learning Program is Tax Deductible.

EARN PROFESSIONAL & COLLEGE CREDITS

Speed Learning is approved for credit by the following professional and educational institutions:

* AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
  15 Credit Hours — Category I
  Louisiana State University Medical Center

* FOUNDATION FOR ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
  20 Continuing Professional Education Credit Hours

* COLLEGE CREDIT
  3 credits from the National College of Business

Details and registration forms included with each program. Note: Many firms and government agencies have tuition assistance plans for employees providing full or partial payment for college credit programs.

ENDORSED BY

* American Management Associations
* Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
* 1000s of executives, physicians and educators

I understand that if after 10 days I am not delighted in every way, I may return the materials and obtain a full refund with no questions asked.

Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State ________ Zip ________
Signature __________________________

New Jersey Residents add 5% sales tax.

[Letterbox for coupon information]
MATH WITHOUT TEARS
In lies the non-technical language Mr. Hartkopf gives you a basic understanding of many of everyday applications of mathematics.
Emphasizing the practical aspects of math, the author avoids mathematical terms and jargon and makes the reader self-sufficient counting to trigonometry and calculus.
MATH WITHOUT TEARS is written with a light touch and is filled with amusing anecdotes, spiced with humor.
Learn math in the comfort of your own home at the best cost.
MATH WITHOUT TEARS by Roy Hartkopf
$7.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

PAPER FOLDING AND PAPER SCULPTURE
By Kenneth Ody. This unique manual gives you all the usual and elementary techniques and the more advanced forms in three dimensions known as "paper sculpture."
It includes folding, Origami, paper cuts, animal and figure cutouts, curling and waving, geometric solids, paper-sculpture as reliefs, in the round, etc.
You are taught to create original designs as well as to fashion a variety of objects: Dancing figures, animals, hats, toys, masks, holiday ornaments etc. There are suggestions for displays, gifts, decorations, stage sets, costumes etc.
Directions are simple, clear and detailed; patterns and step-by-step illustration by the hundred are a great help. Splendid photos show the workmanship and striking beauty of objects made 169 drawings, 25 photos.
$7.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

Triple Your Reading Speed—NOW!
Here is a solid, fact-packed, clear, concise basic guide to high-speed reading, by a noted reading specialist who has helped thousands to read much faster—yet understand better, remember more! Mares tells you which reading habits to eliminate and which to cultivate and how to do both.
The knack of rapid reading can be learned by all who read at all. The benefits of this course begin the very first hour—they will last the rest of your life.
Order now!
$7.95, plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

FIX CLOCKS & WATCHES
FOR FUN & PROFIT! Fascinating new book by master craftsman H.G. Harris gives you the kind of American craft skill that makes your hobby a success. OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show you how to install hands, adjust time and date, repair balance wheel, replace old movements in most cases, identify, repair, homemade watch repair; every other cities, repair watches, repair clocks. Illustrated.
$6.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

Paint NOW. Learn Later
Don't worry about rules—great artists break them every day. LET RULES COME LATER. Right now, take up oil, watercolors, pastels, charcoal, crayon, ink, or pencil—and see how easily human figures, still life compositions, and natural scenes take shape before your eyes. If you have been scared off by the "rules," this book is for you. YOU'LL BE AMAZED how quickly the techniques of painting come to you under the experienced guidance of FAMOUS ARTIST Guy Williams. He explains how to handle perspective, show dimension, light and shadow, how to use line and color to portray moods, and much more. LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED. Order now!
PAINT NOW. Learn later by Guy R. Williams
$7.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

Collecting and Identifying OLD CLOCKS
Detailed descriptions and 105 photographs and 28 line drawings combine to make this a valuable new guide for the veteran collector, hobbyist of antique clocks. It's the hobbyist fascinated by old clocks written by H.G. Harris, craftsman and widely recognized clock expert whose books on Watch Repair and Clock Repair are classics in the field. There is background information on hand-crafted clocks including primitive time indicators, medieval, English Grandfather, lanterns and bracket clocks, Black Forest, French and American clocks through 1850. One chapter is devoted to the selection and purchase of a Grandfather clock.
Valuable tips show you how to determine age, quality, condition and probable maker.
$11.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

Card Tricks for Everyone
By Ellis Stanyon
"For the tens of thousands of different mysteries devised by magicians for performance, here is a pack of fifty-two playing cards, a selection of fifty-two cards. Here's how.
—Se states John Muirhead in his introduction, beginning a rare adventure into the world of sleight of hand, feats without sleight of hand and the fun of baffling audiences using special cards and apparatus. All tricks clearly explained and illustrated. Any amateur may become an expert quickly. Tricks can be learned without a teacher. A perfect gift. PROPERLY ILLUSTRATED.
$5.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

Brain Puzzler's Delight
By E.R. Emmet
A treasury of unique mind-stretching puzzles that can be solved by straight, logical thinking and reasoning. No specialized math or training in programming methods. Over 100 illustrations through use of line drawings, diagrams, symbols, and logic, and logic. Stimulates and expands the mind. Fascinating, entertaining, puzzling and in order of difficulty, with some amazing solutions and full explanations at end of book. ILLUSTRATED.
$7.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

How to Argue and Win!
Here is a clear simply written basic guide to logical thinking, showing how to spot the fallacies, the prejudices and emotionalism, the inappropriate analogies, etc. In the other fellow's argument and how to watch for and avoid the irrational in your own judgments. The author can hardly do it not only how but also why people resist facing facts and arguments. A tool for clear thinking as well as convincing others. ORDER NOW:
THE ART OF ARGUMENT by Giles St. Aubyn
$6.95 plus 60c handling
10-day Money-Back Guarantee

ORDER NOW—10-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
—CARD TRICKS FOR EVERYONE $5.95
—COLLECTING AND IDENTIFYING OLD CLOCKS $11.95
—THE ART OF ARGUMENT $6.95
—BRAIN PUZZLER'S DELIGHT $7.95
—HANDBOOK OF WATCH & CLOCK REPAIRS $6.95
—MATH IS FUN $7.95
—MATH WITHOUT TEARS $7.95
—PAPER FOLDING AND PAPER $7.95
—RAPID AND EFFICIENT READING $7.95
—PAINT NOW, LEARN LATER $7.95
—EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 285-D
Buchanan, N.Y. 10511.
Please send Books Checked, I enclose $ Name ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City State Zip ______________________
Add 60 cents handling for each book. Save Money! No Shipping Charge on orders of 2 or more books.